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Abstract

A coaperative game with trarzsferable utilities -or simply a TU-game- describes a
situation in which players can obtain certain payoffs by cooperation. A value fune-
tion for these games is a function which assigns to every such a game a distribution
of payoffs over the players in the game. A famous solution concept for TU-games is
the Banzhaf value. This Banzhaf value is not effcient, i.e., in general it does not
distribute the payoff that can be obtained by the `grand coalition' consisting of all
players cooperating together.

In this paper we consider the normalized Banzhaf value which distributes the
payoff that can be obtained by the `grand coalition' proportional to the Banzhaf
values of the players. This value does not satisfy certain axioms underlying the
Banzhaf value. In this paper we discuss some characterizations of the normalized
Banzhaf value and compare these with other solution concepts such as, for example,
the (non-normalized) Banzhaf value and the Shapley value.

Another approach to analyze efficient value functions is to consider share func-
tions being functions which assign to every player in a TU-game its share in the
worth of the `grand coalition'. We discuss the characterization oí a class of such
share functions containing the Banzhaf and Shapley share functions.

Finally, we generalize the concept of the potential function of a game as intro-
duced by Hart and Mas-Colell to a class of potential functions and characterize any
element of the class of share functions by the normalized marginal function of the
corresponding potential function.

'This author is financially supported by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO),
ESR-grant ~10-01-0504
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1. Introduction

A situation in which a finite set of n agents can obtain certain payoffs by cooperation
can be described by a cooperative game with transferable atilities -or simply a TU-game-
being a pair (.N, v), where the finite set of players N is defined by the set :V -{ 1, ..., n}
representing the agents and where v:2'~~ ~ 1R such that v(0) - 0 is the characteristic
funclion yielding for any subset E C-V the payoff v(E) that can be achieved by coalition
E. Throughout the paper we use the convention that for E C ~V a coalition of players,
~E~ denotes the nurnber of players in E.

In this paper we only consider monotone TU-games. A TU-game (:~', v) is monotone
if v(E) C v(F) for all E C F C N. The collection of all monotone TU-games is denoted
by C. tiote that the nadl games (N,v~) with vo(E) - 0 for all E C .~r are part of C. In
many applications we may restrict ourselves to the subclass CJO -{(N, v) E~ ~ v~ vo} of
all monotone games that are not null games. 'I'he unanimity game of a coalition T C N
is the game ('V, u7~) with characteristic function uT defined by uT(E) - 1 if T C E and
uT (E) - 0 for any other coalition E C t~''. :~1ote that all unanimity games uT, T~ ~, are
in C~o.

A value function for monotone TU-games is a function f that assigns to every gatne
(N, v) E ~ an n-dimensional real vector f(N, v) E]R~. This vector can be seen as a
distribution of payoffs over the individual players in the game. A famous value function is
the Banzhaf value (Banzhaf (1965)). Axiomatizations of the Banzhaf value can be found
in, e.g., Lehrer (1988) and Haller (1994).

A value function f is ef,j'icient if for every TU-game (N, v) it exactly distributes the
payoff that can be obtained by the `grand coalition' N consisting of all players, i.e., if
for every TL~-game (:V, v) it holds that the sum of the components of f(N, v) is equal to
v(N). The Banzhaf value is not efficient. Therefore, it is not adequate in allocating the
worth v(~V) of the `grand coalition' over the players in N.

In this paper we consider the normalized Banzhaf value which distributes the va,lue
v(N) of the grand coalition proportional to the Banzhaf values of the players. Thus, the
normalized Banzhaf value is efficient. As is noted in, e.g., Dubey and Shapley (1979) the
normalized Banzhaf value does not satisfy some important properties that are satisfied by
the Banzhaf value. r1n axiomatic characterization of the normalized Banzhaf value has
been given in van den Brink and van der Laan (1995) by stating some new types of axiom-
s. We remark here that the `mtiltiplicative' normalized Banzhaf value considered here is
different from the `additive' normalized Banzhaf value as considered in Ruiz, Valenciano
and "I,arzuelo (1996). In the additive normalization the same value is added to or sub-
tracted from every players' Banzhaf values in order to distribute v(N). Another famous
solution concept for 'I'U-games is the Shapley value (Shapley (1953)). Axiomatizations of
this value can be found in, e.g., Shapley (1953), Young (1985) and van den Brink (1995).
Also in van den Brink and van der Laan (1995) an axiomatization of the Shapley value
is given by using axioms that are similar to the axioms used in their characterization of
the normalized Banzhaf value.

r~ new type of solution concepts has been introduced in van der Laan and van den Brink
(1995), namely the concept of share functions. A share function assigns to every TU-game
([V, v) an n-dimensional real vector which i~h component is player i's share in the value
to be distributed. In their paper van der Laan and van den Brink provide an axiomatic
characterization of a class of share functions containing the Banzhaf share function and
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the Shapley share function as special cases. The Banzhaf (respectively Shapley) share
function is the share function that assigns to every player its Banzhaf value (respectively
Shapley value) divided by the sum of the Banzhaf values (respectively Shapley values)
of all players in :ti'. Consequently, the Banzhaf (respectively Shapley) share function
multiplied with the worth of the grand coalition yields the normalized Banzhaf value
(respeetively Shapley value). Results on the class of share functions mentioned above can
be translated to results on the corresponding efficient value functions.

A different line of approach to characterize the Banzhaf value has been given by llragan
(1996a, 19966) by applying the concept of the potential function of a game as introduced
by Hart and Mas-Colell (1988, 1989). In particular, Dragan shows that the Banzhaf
value of a game is equal to the marginals of the Banzhaf potential function. Using these
marginals again to define the so-called induced potential game associated with the original
game it also follows that the Banzhaf value of a game is equal to the Shapley value of its
induced potential game. In van den Brink and van der Laan (1998) the potential function
is generalized according to the lines of van der Laan and van den Brink (1995). With this
generalized potential function we can characterize the class of sltare functions mentioned
in the previous paragraph and their corresponding value functions.

In this paper we want to bring together the ideas mentioned above. In Section 2
we discuss the concept of Banzhaf value function and state an axiomatization of the
norrnalized Banzhaf value as introduced by van den Brink and van der Laan (1995). In
this section we also recall the similar axiomatization of t.he Shapley value. In Section 3
we introduce the concept of share functions and recall the main results given in van der
Laan and van den Brink (1995) on a specific class of share functions. In Section 4 we show
that a potential function can be defined for any share function in this class as done in
van den Brink and van der Laan (1998). This also gives a full class of potential functions
coutaining the potential functions considered by Hart and ~1as-Colell (1988, 1989) and
Dragan (1996a, 1996b).

We conclude this introduction by remarking that for notational convenience we state
all results in this paper on the class ~ of all monotone TU-games. VVe will remark where
the results can be stated more general.

2. The normalized Banzhaf value

In this section we recall the axiomatization of the normalized Banzhaf value as given
in van den Brink and van der Laan (1995). First, given a game (N,v) E~, for all E C N
and all i E T, let m'E(N, v) defined by

mÉ(N, v) - v(E) - v(E ` { })

be the marginal contribution of player i to coalition E in game (N, v). Then the Banzhaf
value on the class ~ of monot.one games is given by thc following definition.

Definition 1 The Banzhaf value on G is the vadue function y~g given by

~B(N, v) - ~ 2n1r mÉ(?~', v) for all í E!V.
EC N
E3i
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In the literature various axiomatizations of the Banzhaf value have been given. The
following four axioms on a value function f have been used by Haller (1994). First.
observe that for every pair (a', v) and (,~', w) in G and nonnegative real numbers a and b
the weighted sum game (N, av -~ bw), a, b~ 0, is the game (N, z) with the characteristic
function z - av ~- bw defined by z(E) - av(E) -h bw(E) for all E C-~'. The linearitti-
axiom states that the value of a weighted sum game is equal to the weighted sum of the
values of the separate games.

Axiom 2 ( Linearity) For every (N, v), (.N, w) E~ and every real number c 1 0 it holds
that (i~ f(N,v~-w)- f(N,v)~ f(N,w) anrl (~i~i) f(N,cv) -cf(N,v).

A value function satisfies additivity if (i) holds. A player i E 1V is a dummy player in
(.V, v) E G if v(E U{i}) - v(E) f v({i}) for all E C N~{i}. The dummy player axiom
states that a dummy player i receíves its own worth v({i}).

Axiom 3 (Dummy player property) For every (N,v) E Q and every dunzmy player
i E ~~' in the garne (N,v) it holds that f,(N,v) - v({i}).

For a game (N, v) E~ and a permutation n: N-~ N, the associated permuted game
(N, ~ru) E G is given by (nv)(E) - v((rJ;EE rr(z)) for all E C N. The anonymity axiom
states that, if players change roles according to some permutation ~r then their payoffs
change accordingly.

Axiom 4(Anonymity) For every (N, v) E~ and every permutation ~: N--~ .N it holds
that f,(~`', v) - !,-(tl(,~'', rrv).

Finally, let (N, v'') be the game in which player i E a' acts as a proxy for player j E!ti
in the game (:V,v) E~, i.e., the game (N,v`~) is given by

(1)v`'(E) - ~ v(E ` {j}) elseE
E

The proxy agreement property states that the surn of the payoffs of two players does not
change if one of them goes to act as a proxy for the other.

Axiom 5 (Proxy agreement property) For ever,y (.N, v) E~ and every pair i, j E N
it holds that f;(.N,v) f!i(1v,v) -.f~([V,v`~) f.Í~(N,v'~).

The following theorem has been proved by Haller (1994)Z.

Theorem 6(Haller (1994)) The Banzhaf value is the unique value function on the
cdass C of monotone TL'-games that satisfies linearity, the dummy player property, anony-
rnity, and the prozy agreement property.

ZHaller does not restrict himself to monotone TU-games. bloreover, his characterization is stated
mure general for classes ~-ti~ of games with arbitrary fixed player set ,~V.
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Observe that the anonymity property implies that the value is also symmetric. Two
players i and j are said to be symmetric in the game (N; v) if for all E C N such that
i, j E E it holds that v(E ~{i}) - v(E ~{j}). .~ value function is symmetric ~~~hen
symmetric players receive the same payoff.

As said in the introduction, the Banzhaf value is not adequate in allocating the worth
v(.V) of the `grand coalition' because it is not efFicient, i.e., it does not necessarily dis-
tribute the worth v(~ti-) of the grand coalition over the players in .N'. ~1ore precisely, by
sumrnation over all components of the expression given in Definition 1 it follows that

~ ~B(N~ v) - .,1 t ~ ~'nE(-~, v) - Z1, ~ (2IEI - n)U(E). (~~)
iE:~' cE,V ecN ECN

E3i

Note that ~F-c.N(Z~E~ - n)v(E) 1 0 and hence ~;E~, ~B(N, v) ) 0 when (~V, v) E~o
For null games it holds t.hat ~,E,y y~e(N, v) - 0, and thus that ~B( N, v) is efficient if
v- vo. To divide the worth of the grand coalition according to the Banzhaf value, for
non-null games we have to replace the Banzhaf value by the normalized Banzhaf value.

Definition 7 The normalized Banzhaf value on Q is the value function ~aB given by
- r ~

~B(,V. v) }Jl EcN(z~~~Nn)v(~.) cpB(N, v) for all i E N, if (N, v) E CJo

0 for all i E N, if v - vo.

Note that y~~(:V, v) - "Rt'v'~~ for (N, v) E Go. Thus, the normalized BanzhafNv
~en~ ~i ( , )

value ~B(,V, v) is an effiicient value function that distribut.es the worth v( N) of the grand
coalition proportional to the Banzhaf values of the players. The normalized Banzhaf value
satisfies anonymity. However, it does not satisfy linearity, the dummy player property,
nor the proxy agreement propert.y. 50, as argued already by Dubey and Shapley (19ï9)
this normalization is not as innocent as it seems. Next we present five axioms on a value
function f on C~ that uniquely determine the normalized Banzhaf value. The first axiom
is the familiar efficiencv axiom.

Axiom 8(Efficiency) Èor every (.N, v) E~ it holds that ~;E;v f,(N, v) - v(N).

Player i E N is a null player in (IV, v) E~ if he is a dummy player in (N, v) with
v({i}) - 0, i.e., if v(E) - v(E~ {i}) for all E C tV. The second axiom states that deleting
a null player in a game does not change the payoffs of the other players. This property is
analyzed extensively in Derks and F{aller (1994). The restriction of a game (N, v) E~ to
a coalition T C N is the ~`l~-player game (T,vT) with the characteristic function vT on T
defined by vT(E) - v(E) for all E C T.

Axiom 9 (Null player out property) Let i E N be a null player in (N, v) E G. Then
f~(N ~{i},vh.~{;}) - f~(N,v) for all j E N~{i}.

A monotone game ( N, v) E G is additive if for every player there is a(non-negative)
weight such that the value of every coalition is equal to the sum of the weights of the
players in that coalition, i.e., there exists a nonnegative weight vector .1 E 1R~ such that
v(F,) -~;EF-.~; for all E C N. The third axiom states that in a monotone additive game
every player earns its own weight.

.j



Axiom 10 ( Additive game property) I,et (,V, v) E CJ6e an additive game with weight
vector ~ E 1Rt. Then f(N,v) -~.

Observe that a value function f satisfies the additivity game property if f satisfies the
dummy player property, so that the additive game property is weaker than the durnmy
player property. Further, for a game (N, v) E ~, let be given two other monotone charac-
teristic functions w and z such that u- w-F z, i.e., v can be split into w and z. Suppose
that for a permutation rr on :1' we change iu game z the roles of the players according
to ~. The next axiom states that the payoff of players who do not change roles does not
change.

Axiom 11 (Independence of irrelevant permutations) Let (.N, v), (IV, w), (N, z) E
~ be such that v - w f z, and let rr be a permutation on zV. Then f,(N, w~-nz) - f;(N, t~)
foralliENwithn(i)-í.

.Again suppose that the characteristic function v can be split in two other monotone
characteristic functions w and z and let z'' be the game in which player i E.V acts as
a proxy for player j E.N in the game (.N, z) E~. Further, let h be a non-null player in
( N, v) who is a null player in (N, z). The fifth axiom now states that under this proxy
agreement the ratio between the sum of the payoffs of players i and j and the payoff of
player h does not change.

Axiom 12 (Proportional proxy agreement property) Let (,V, v), (1V, w), (N, z) E~
be such that v- w~ z, let i, j E a' be non-null players in (N, z), and let h E N~{i, j}
be a non-nr~ll player in (N, v) and a nvll player in (N, z). Then

.F;(1V,wfz'~)f.fi(N,w-~z`~) fi(N~y)~.Íi(N,y)
fh(N~w ~ z'') ~ fh(N~v)

The five axioms stated above uniyuely determine the normalized Banzhaf value for
monotone'1'li-games, as is shown in van den Brink and van der Laan (1995).

Theorem 13 (van den Brink and van der Laan ( 1995)) The normalized Banzhaf
value is the uniqne value ftznction f on the class ~ of monotone TU-garrzes that satis-
fies efficiency, the null player out property, the additive game property, independence of
irrelevant permutations and the proportional prory agreemerzt property.

We remark that the axiom of independency of irrelevant permutations and the propor-
tional proxy agreement property can be replaced by two weaker axioms. To state these
axioms, recall from the literature that the characteristic function v of every game (N, v)
can be expressed a linear combination of the characteristic functions of the unanimity
games (N,uT), T C N, by v-~TC,vO„(T)uT with ~„(T) the dividend of coalition
T C !V given by ~„(T) - ~ECT(-1)IITI-IEI)v(E) (see Harsanyi (1959)). Now, suppose
that in game (N, v) we replace the unanimity game of a coalition T C N by the unanim-
ity garne of a coalition H C N with ~H~ - ~T~. The weaker version of independence of
irrelevant permutations states that this replacement does not change the payoff of every
player that belongs to both T and H or does not belong to T or H.
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Axiom 14 (Independence of irrelevant unanimity replacements) For (,V, v) E G,
det T,H C N be such that ~T~ - ~H~. Further, let the game (N,w) E G be given by
w- v- 0„(T)uT f ~„(T)uH. Then

f;(N,w) - f;(N,v) for all i E (T f1 H) U(N ~(T U H)).

Again, consider a game (.V, v) E~ with characteristic funetion v-~Ten~ íA„(T)uT
expressed as a linear combination of the characteristic functions of unanimity games. For
a coalition T C N, 2 G ~"l~ G n- 1, let h be a non-null player in the game (N, v) E G
who does not belong to T. Further, for a player j E T, let some player i E T`{ j} act as
a proxy for player j in the unanimity game of coalition T, i.e., in the expression of v as a
linear combination of the unanimity games, the characteristic function uT of coalition T is
replaced by the characteristic function uT`{'} of the unanimity game of coalition T`{ j}.3
The next axiom is a weaker version of the proportional proxy agreement property and
states that the ratio between the sum of the payoffs of players i and j and the payoff of
player h does not change when i is going to act as a proxy of j in the unanimity game
(~~~ ur).

Axiom 15 (Unanimity proxy property) Iet (N, v) E G, T C ~V be such that 2 G
~7 ~ G n- 1, and let j E T. Further, let (N, w) be the game with characteristic function
w- v- 0„(T)uT f 0„(T)uT`{j} For every non-null player h E N`T it holds that

f;(N,w)-~.h(N,w) - fà(~V,v)~fi(N,v)
fh(N, w) - fh(N, v) ,ior all i E T~{ j}.

The proof of Theorem 13 as given in van den Brink and van der Laan (1995) immedi-
ately yields the next corollary.

Corollary 16 (van den Brink and van der Laan (1995)) The normalized Banzhaf
value is the unique value function f on the class C of monotone TU-games that satis-
fies ef,~eciency, the null player out property, the addítive game property, independence of
irrelevant unanímity replacements and the unanimity pro~y property.

We conclude this section with some remarks on the Shapley value and its relationship
to the Banzhaf value and the normalized Banzhaf value. First of all, it is well-known that
when we replace in Definition 1 the factor 2-~n-I~ by ~~E~-l~n~n-~E~~~ we obtain the Shapley
value instead of the Banzhaf value, i.e., the Shapley value on ~ is the value function y~s
defined by

cps( ,~ v) -~(~E~ - 1)~(In - ~E~)~~E(-,~ v) for all i E N.
EC N
E3e

n.

This shows the well-known similarity between the Banzhaf value y~B(N, v) and the Shapley
value y~s(N, v). They only differ in the weights putted on the marginal contributions of
the players. A similar analogon can be observed when we express the value functions in
terms of the dividends of the characteristic function. Van den Brink and van der Laan
(1995) proved that the Banzhaf value can be expressed by these dividends by showing
that the value function defined in this way satisfies the four axioms mentioned in Theorem
6.

3Note that, in fact, in the unanimity game of coalition T`{j } every player in T`{ j} acts as a proxy
for player j in the unanimity game of coalition T.
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Theorem 17 (van den Brink and van der Laan ( 1995)) For every (~ti-, v) E G and
every í E~ti~ it holds that

y~B( w v) - ~ ~~(E)
sc.v 2~ .~-1 .
E3i

It is again well-known that we obtain the Shapley value if we replace the denominator
2~~E~-11 by ~E~ in the expression of Theorem 17. As the Banzhaf value, also the Shap-
ley value satisfies linearity, the dummy player property, and anonymity, but it does not
satisfy the proxy agreement property. Instead it is efficient, so that efficiency, linearity,
the dummy player property and anonymity characterize the Shapley value4. Compared
to the normalized Banzhaf value the Shapley value satisfies efficiency, the null player out
property, the additive game property, and the axiorn of independency of irrelevant pernru-
tations. However, it does not satisfy the proportional proxy agreement property nor the
weaker unanimity proxy property. Instead, it satisfies another kind of proxy agreement
property.

To state this property, again write the characteristic function v of a game (N, v) E~ as
a linear combínation the characteristic function of unanimity games. Let h be a non-null
player in (N, v) and let 'l be a coalition of at least two players not containing playe~r h.
Suppose that some player i E T acts as a proxy for player j E T in the unanimity game
of coalition T, and thus replace in the weigthed sum of unanimity games the unanimity
game of coalition T by the unanimity game of coalition T~{j}. As noted before, in this
case all players in T`{ j} act as proxy players for j. The coalitional unanimity proxy
property states that the ratio between the sum of the payoffs of all players in "l and the
payoff of player h does not change if we let the players in T`{ j} act as proxy players
for player j. I~~Ioreover, the payoffs of the players in coalition T`{j} change by the same
amount.

Axiom 18 ( Coalitional unanimity proxy property) het (N, v) E G, T C N be such
that 2 G ~T~ C n- 1, j E T, and let h E N~ T be a non-null player in (N, v). Further,
let tu - v- w('l)uT f w(T)uT~{~}. 1'hen

~iET fi(N~ ~~) ~iET f~(Ni y)

fh(N,u`) ~ fh(N,U)
.

ttiloreooer, there ezists a c' E IR such that

f;(N,w) - f;(N,v) - c' for all i E 7' `{j}.

~~'e can characterize the Shapley value by replacing the proportional proxy agreement
property in Theorem 13 by this coalitional unanimity proxy property.

Theorem l9 (van den Brink and van der Laan ( 1995)) The Shapley value is the
unique r~alue function f on the class C of monotone TU-games that satisfies efjicien-
cy, the null player out property, the additive game property, independence of irrelevant
perrnutations, and the coalitional unanimity proxy property.

4In characterizing the Shapley value the additivity property of the linearity axiom is sufficient.
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Similarly as in the characterization of the normalized Banzhaf value the axiom of
independence of irrelevant permutations can be replaced by the weaker independence of
irrelevant unanimity replacements.

3. Share functions

As shown in the previous section we have that ~;EN y~B(N, v) - 2„1,~EC,v,(2~E~ -
n)v(E), i.e., the sum of the components of the Banzhaf value is equal to a weighted surn
of the worths of the coalitions in the characteristic function with weight z„i,(2~E~ - n)
for every coalition E C N. The sum of the components of the Shapley value equals v(N).
Both the Banzhaf and Shapley value can be expressed as weighted sums of marginal
contributions. Ylore general, for given n E 1[V, let w -(wr,...,w„) E IR~t -{x E 1Rn ~
.x; ] 0, i- 1, ..., n} be an arbitrarily chosen vector of positive real numbers. Then we
can generalize the Banzhaf value function and the Shapley value function to a class of
value functions c~ defined by

~p; (N, v) -~ w~E~mÉ(N, v) for all i E N, (3)
EC N
E3i

obtaining symmetric probabilistic values as studied by Weber (1988). Clearly, we obtain
t,he Banzhaf value function by taking wt - 2-1~-ri and we have the 5hapley value func-
tion by taking w~ - tt-ii~t,~-~l~ for all t- 1, ..., n. Although the Shapley value exactly
distributes the worth v( N) of the `grand' coalition, in general the components of ~ do
not sum up to v(N).

An alternative approach to divide the worth of the grand coalition amongst its players
is given by the concept of share funetion introduced by van der Laan and van den Brink
(1995). The only difference with the concept of value functions is that a share function
assigns to each player his share in the worth of the grand coalition, i.e., a share function
on the class ~ of monotone games is a function p giving player i E .N the share p;(:11, v)
in the worth v(N) of the grand coalitiion. So, for given game (N, v) a share function p
gives a payoff p;(v)v(N) to player i E N. Of course the total payoff equals v(N) if and
only if ~;E,~~ p;(~V, v) - 1. Therefore, for a share function p on ~, the axiom of efFiciency
is redefined as follows.

Axiom 20 (Efficient shares) For every (N, v) E G it holds that ~~E,v p;(N, v) - 1.

Note that share functions are not interesting for null games, since irrespective of the
shares all players get a zero payoff when multiplying the shares with v(N). Therefore, in
this section we consider the class Co of monotone games not being null games. In van
der Laan and van den Brink (199~) a class of share functions on the set ~o has been
introduced by defining a share function for any function te: CJO -~ IR satisfying certain
conditions. Such a function p assigns a real value p(~ti`, v) to any game (N, v) in the set
~o of non-null monotone games. First of all we define certain properties of such functions.

Definition 21 (Properties of tC-functions)
(1) The function p: ~o -~ IR is positive on C'joif tC(N, v) 1 0 for any (N, v) E Go.
(2J The fvazction p: Co --~ IR is additive on CJoif for any pair (N, v), (N, w) E~o, it
holds that p(N, v f w) - p(N, v) -}- p(N, w).
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(3) The funclion p: Cv -~ IR is linear on C~o if it is addítive and for every (!Y, v) E Go
and c 1 0 it holds that p(N, cv) - cte(tV, v).
(4) The function tr: Cjo --~ 1R is symmetric on Co if for every (.N, v) E Go and every pair
of symrnetric players i, j in (.V,v) it holds that p(E ~{i},vE~{;}) - Fr(E ~{j},vE~{~}) for
all E C N, E~{i, j}.

Observe that the assumption of symmetry states that for any two symmetric players i
and j in the game (N, v) it holds that the change in the value of p in case that i is deleted
from any subgame containing both i and j is equal to the change in the value of p ~a.hen
j is deleted from this subgame.

'To characterize the class of share functions we replace the axiom of linearity by the
more general concept of p-linearity of a share function p on Co.

Axiom 22 (tr-Linearity) Let Ec: Go -~ 1R be given. Then for every (N, v), (N, w) E~o
and every real nv~mber c) 0 it holds that (i~ p(v ~- w)p(N, v f w) - p(N, v)p(N, v) -I-

f~(-V, ~~)P(:V, a,~) and ~iii Fr(N. cv)P(~~'~ ov) - cí~(-~~, v)P(-ti~ v).

i1 share function satisfies the weaker axiom of te-additivity if only part (i) of the fr-
linearity axiorn holds. Finally, we replace the dummy player property and the anonymity
property by the null player property and the symmetry property respectively, of a share
function on ~o.

Axiom 23 (Null player property) For every (N, v) E Gu and every null player i E tV
in the game (N, v) it holds that p;(.1~',v) - 0.

Axiom 24 (Symmetry) For every ( N, v) E~o and any pair of symrrtetric players i, j E
1V il holds that p;(:V, v) - p~(N, v).

The following result has been proven in van der Laan and van den Brink ( 1995)'.

Theorem 25 (van der Laan and van den Brink (1995)) Let p:Co -~ IR be positive
and symmetric on Co. Then there e.zists a unique share function p~` on CJO satisfying the
axioms of efj'icient shares, null player property, symmetry and tC-additivity ~respectively
p-linearity) if and only if te is additive (respectively linear~ on Co.

'I'he proof of the theorem is based on the fact that any characteristic function v
can be expressed as a linear combination of characteristic functions of unanimity games.
~lthough in van de.r Laan and van den Brink ( 1995) it is not stated explicitly in the
conditions of the theorem that te must be symmetric, this fact is used implicitly within
the proof. Clearly, the symmet,ry axiom can not be true for any ( N, v) when p is not
symrnetrice. However, without syrnmetry of p the theorem is still true when symrnetry is

''The results in this section are stated on the class CJo of monotone games not being null games. In
van der Laan and van den Brink (1995) they are stated on classes C C G with atbitrary fixed player set
N, which contain all unanimity games on N.

6Since in van der Laan and van den Brink (1995) Theorem 25 is stated on classes of games with
arbitrary fixed player set A~, symmetry cannot be used in that paper. Thetefore, in that paper symmetry
should be replaced by the stronger anonymity of ~: ~o y]fi meaning that fot every (N, v) E~o and
permutation n: N y N it holds that p(N, v) -~(N, nv).
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only assunred to be held on the subclass of all unanimity games on coalitions of at least
two players. So, in fact we have the even stronger result that for any positive and additive
(respectively linear) function p there is a unique share function pu satisfying the axioms
of efficient shares, null player property and l~-additivity (respectively h-linearity) on Qo
and the symmetry axiom on the subset of unanimity games on coalitions of at least two
players.

Next we consider the class of share functions that are determined by the value functions
defined in (3) with the Banzhaf and 5hapley share functions as special cases.

Definition 26
The Shapley share function ps on ~o is given by ps(N,v) - y~s(N,v)w(N), for all
i E :V, (N, ~o) E ~o.
The Banzhaf share function pB on ~o is given by pB(N, v) - cpB(N, v)w(.N) -

~~~-~~ y~B(N, v), for all i E N, (N, v) E Go.eCw~2~E~-n)v(E)

For given positive vectors ~a E IR}~, n E Il~1, let the function Q": Go --~ 1R be defined
as the sum of the components of the corresponding value function, i.e.,

~~(~, v) - ~ 4~i (N, v) - ~ ~ `~IEImE(N, v).
iEN iEN Ec.N

E3i

In case te: Go -~ 1R is given by p(N, v) - aw(.N, v) for a given vector of positive weights c~
putted to the marginal contributions of the players, the following result has been shown
in van der Laan and van den Brink (1995).

Theorem 27 (Weighted marginal contributions share function) Let p: Qo -~ lR
be given by p(N, v) - o-~(N, v) for a given posítive vector of weights w E Ift~~. Then the
share funcf.ion pw given by

w N v ~E~i ~'~E~mÉ(N~ y) -P;( , )- v~,(Nv) ,zEN,

is the unique share function satisfying the a~ioms of efficient shares, null player property,
sy~nmetry and Qw-linearity on C'jo.

The theorem shows that any choice of positive weights on the marginal contributions
defines a share function satisfying efficiency, the null player property, symmetry and Q~-
linearity. Now, for fj - (at, ...,~in) E IRn, n E íl'V, a vector of real numbers, consider
the function te: ~o -~ IR given by te( N, v) - g~(N, v), where the function rl~: Go -~ IR is
defined by

~a(~v, v) - ~ I3~E~v(E),
EC.N

i.e., ~i is a vector of weights putted to the worths v(E), E C N, of the characteristic
function. In van der Laan and van den Brink (1995) it is shown that Q"(N, v) is equal to
qp(N, v) for all (N, v) E Q if and only if

Qn - nWn

,Qi - tca1~ - (n - t)wetr ~ t - n - 1, . . . , 1.
(4)

11



Observe that for arbitrarily chosen positive numbers wc, t - 1, ..., n, some of the cor-
responding values of ~3~, t- 1, ..., n, may be negative. However, the functions Q~,
(respectively qQ) satisfy the properties given in Definition 21 for any positive vector ,.v.
(respectively the corresponding vector ~3) of weights. In particular, we have that for
any positive vector ;a the function o-W (being equal to the function p3 for corresponding
weight vector ,3) is positive on the class ~o. Solving the recursive system (.1) we find that
~3c -(`lt - n)2-tn-~~ when w~ - 2-~n-~t, t- 1, . .., n, which corresponds to the expression
for the sum of the Banzhaf values given in equation (2), whereas C~n - 1 and Qt - 0 for
all t G n when we take the Shapley weights in the vector w, which corresponds to the fact
that the Shapley value is efficient.

Alt,ernatively, these choices of the weight ve.ctor ,Ci yield the Shapley share function
and the Banzhaf share function on the class CJO, and thus the next corollary follows
immediately from Theorem 27.

Corollary 28 (van der Laan and van den Brink (1995))
Let lhe functiora ys: ~o -~ IR be defined by qs(N, v) - v(N). Then the Shapley share
funetion ps is the unique share funclion on Qo satisfying the axioms of ef~cient shares,
null player property, syrarnetry and qs-linearity.
Let the function qB:Go -~ 11~ be defined by r~B(N,v) - 2-tn-~t ~EC.v(2~F'~-n)v(E). Thea
the Banzhaf share function p~ is the unique share function on ~o satisfying the axioms of
e~icient shares, null player property, symrrzetry and qB-linearity.

Besides the Shapley and Banzhaf share functions, many other share functions can be
obtained by particular choices of weight vectors w(or corresponding ~3). The Decgnn-
Packel shore fanction pUY given by pn~(N, v) - ~~Ptrv'vt , i E N, where ~~P is thea (.v.v)

JE-ti' 7

Deegan-Packel value (Deegan and Packel (1979)) given by

cpoP(N v) - ~ U(rT) for all i E N.
TCN I1 I
T3~

This share function satisfies the axioms of efficient shares, syrnmetry and pT-linearity with
rtl (N, a) -~~,c,v. v(E), i.e., rtT measures the surn of the worths of all coalitions of N. But
it does not satisfy the null player property ancí thus does not belong to the class of share
ftmctions discussed above. However, according to Theorem 25 there exists a unique share
function satisfying efficient shares, symrnetry, pT-linearity and the null player property.
Taking ,3~ - 1, t- 1, ..., n, and solving the recursive system (4) for the corresponding
vector of weights w, we find that w„ - n and w~ -~}la ~`t~`~' , t- n- 1, ..., 1. The share
function pT is found by using these weights in Theorem 27.

~nother well-known efficient value function is the T-aalue (Tijs (1981)) being the value
function given by

4~i (~ti', v) - a(N, v)R;(N, v) f(1 -~(N, v))(r;(N, v)),

with the `utopia' vector R(N', v) E )H~ given by

R; (;V, v) - m`~.(N, v), i- 1, ..., n,

12



p weights ,,~r of T'heorem 27 weights 3~ of Corollary 28
ps W~ -(i-i)~(,~-i)~ 3- 1 if t- n

n 0 otherwise

p~ wt - ~-(n-r) Qi -(2t - n)2-(n-i)

p~
'- ift-n

~i - lt(n i)w~ft
~~ - IOt}lerW1SC't

y J 1 ift-n n ift-np, ~t-
} 0 otherwise

~t- -1 ift-n-1l
0 otherwise

Table I: Some share functions and their weights

the `minimal right' vect,or r(N, v) E IRn given by

ri(N,v) - max w(E) - ~ R~(N,v)~ , i- 1,...,n,
EC:Y
E3i 7EN`{i}

and where a(N, u) is determined by the efficiency condition ~;E~, ~p, ( N, v) - v(N). Again

the corresponding r-share function pr given by p; (N, v) - `~' ( N'v) , i E N, does not
iE~v `o~ (N'v)

belong to the class of share functions considered above. The r-share function satisfies
the axiorns of efficient shares, null player property and symmetry, but there is no linear
te-function such that pT is te-linear. However, let ~t C~o be the subclass of non-null
monotone garnes satisfying ~;E,v R;(N,v) - nv(N) -~iE,ti.v(N ` {i}) ) 0, i.e., ~t is
the subclass on which the sum of the elements in the `utopia' vector R(N, v) is positive.
Observe that this class contains all unanimity games ( N, uT ) , T~ 0. Now, let ~M: Gt --~
IR~ be defined by rt.v1(N, v) -~;E,v R;(N, v). Then the function rtM is positive, symmetric
and linear on ~t and applying Theorem 2~ on the subclass Go containing all unanimity
games yields that there exists a uniyue share function p'N on C'j~ satisfying efficient share,
the null player property, symmetry and ~~M1~-linearity. Taking ~i„ - I, (in-1 -- 1, and
3~ - 0, t - 1, ..., n- 2 and solving the recursive system ( 4) for the corresponding vector
of weights w, we ftnd that wn - 1 and wi - 0, t- n- 1, ..., 1. Although not all these
weights are posit.ive, nevertheless the corresponding Qw(N,v) - ~M(N,v) ~ 0 on the
subclass G~, which is sufficient to apply Theorem 27, to find the share function p~ on0
~t~

Table 1 sumrnarizes the share functions mentioned above. The corresponding proper-
ties are summarized in Table 2.

4. Potential functions

In the previous sections we described two approaches to characterize the normalized
Banzhaf value for efficiently allocating the value v(N). In Section 2 we gave a`direct'
characterization, while in Section 3 we approached it using share functions. In terms of
share functions the Banzhaf and normalized Banzhaf value are the same. In this section we
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share efficient shares null player symmetry p-additivity
p~ ~- -~ f -~

p~ -~- -~ -f -~

P DP ~ f ~

pT -F -I- f f

pT -h -~ f

p'N f ~ ~- -b

Table 2: f'roperties of some share functions

take another approach to share functions by generalizing the concept of potential funetion
as introduced in Hart and 1~1as-Colell ( 1988, 1989). Hart and Mas-Colell define a potential
function on C to be a function P: CJ --~ 1R satisfying P(N, v) - 0 if N- 0, and whenever
.N ~ 0 it must hold that

~ (P(,ti', v) - P(IV ` {i}, vN~{,})) - v(N),
~EN

where as in Section 2, for every T C N the restricted game (T, vT) is given by vT(E) -
v(E) for all E C T. (As noted by Hart and Mas-Colell, in order to determine P(N, v)
it is sufficient that the class of games considered contains all subgames of (N, v).) They
show that there exists a unique potential function. Moreover, they show that the vector
function DP of marginals defined by DP;(N, v) - P(N, v) - P(N ~{i}, v,v~{;}), i E N, is
the Shapley value function. Using Fe-functions as introduced in the previous section we
generalize the concept of potential function as follows.

Definition 29 Let p: C-~ ll~ be given. A funetion P": G--~ IR is a te-potential func-
tion on G if P"(t~', v) - 0 whenever N-~, and for every (N, v) E~ with N~~ it hold.~
that

~~P"(N, v) - P"(;V ~{i}, v.v~{~})~ - I~(N, v).
iE~ti'

Clearly, the Hart and ~1as-Colell potential function is obtained by taking the Shapley tr-
function ps(N, v) - v(N). For given p-potential function P" on C~ we define the rnarginal
fienction DP" on G by

DP~(N, v) - P"(N, v) - P"(N ~ {i}, vN~{;l), i E N, (s)
and the normalized marginal function a'DP" on C'jby

DP"( V,a)
NDP;"(N, v) - "(.~'.,,) 'f p(w~ v) ~ ~ 1 i E!V.

Ia'I else J '
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~'e will prove that for given function p on ~ the normalized marginal function char-
acterizes the corresponding share function pu. First, remember that by C~owe denote the
collection of all monotone games except the nu11 games. We now assume that p(.V', u) - 0
whenever v- vu. Then the next corollary follo~~.s immediately from Theorem 25. It only
extends the existence of a share function to the set of null games.

Corollary 30 Let p: .Cj -~ IR mith p(~', v) - 0 when v- vv be additive and symmetric oa
0~, and posátive on G. Then there ezists a uaique share function p" on C~ with p~(N, v) -

Iwl' ~ E~~~. if v- vo, satisfying the axiorns of ef~tcient shares, null player property on Go,
sy~nametry a~td p-additivity.

In order to characterize share functions using normalized marginal functions we need
to assume an additional property of the p-function, namely the property of null player
independence stating that deleting a null player frotn a game does not change the value
of the te-function.

Definition 31 The function p: G--~ iR is null player independent on ~ if for every
(,~~, v) E~ and every null player i in (N, v) it holds that p(N, v) - p(N ~{i}, vN~{t}).

~'e now state the following result from van den Brink and van der Laan ( 1998).'

Theorem 32 Lct p: C-~ 1R with te(N, v) - 0 when v- vo be additive, syrnmetric, and
null player independent on CJ and positive on Qo. Then there exists a unique p-potential
function P~ on C. The correspondiny nornzalized marginal function NDP~ is equal to the
unique share function p" satisfying the properties of Corollary ~0.

PROOF Since P~(N, v) - 0 if N - {~, the potential P~(N, v), ~N~ ~ 1, is uniquely
determined by recursively using equation (5) and is given by -

P~~(N, v) - ~N~ ~~(N, v) ~ ~ P~(N ~ {i}, vN~{a})~ . (g)
iEN

From the definition given in equation (7) it follows that for the corresponding normal-
izecí rnarginal ftmction it holds that NDP~(N, v) - p~(.V, v) if v - vo. To prove that
.~-DP"(.V, a) - p~(,~V, v) for all (N, v) E~ it is sufficient to show that NDP~ satisfies the
a~ioms of efficient shares, null player property on Cu, symmetry and p-additivity, since
Corollary 30 says that there is only a unique Eunction satisfying these properties.

From the equations ( 5), (6) and ( 7) it follows immediately that ~ti'DP~ satisfies the
axiom of efficient shares.

To prove the null player property, let i E N be a null player in (N,v) E~. First, take
.V -{i} and hence v- vo because i is a null player. From equation (5) and P"(~, v) - 0
for all v we obtain that

DP;"(.N,v) - P"({i},v) - P"(0,v0) - p({i},v) - te({i},vo) - 0.

71n van den Brink and van der Laan (1998) the results of thís section are stated for subsets C C G
that are subgame closed. A set C C~ is subgame closed if for every (:V, v) E C it holds that (E, vE) E C
for every E C :~-.
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IIence, DPi"(!ti',v) - 0 when j1V~ - l. Proceeding by induction assume that for some
given integer k 1 1 and for any game (!V', v) E G with i E N' and ~N'~ - k, it holds that
DP;"(.V', v) - 0, and let ~V be such that N' C N and ~N~ - k f 1. Using the induction
hypotheses with .N' - N`{j} for all j E N`{i} we obtaín that for given ~N~-player game
(iV,v) with the induced restricted (~1V~ - 1)-player games (N ~{j},vN~{j}) it holds that

~;~'~DP;"(:V, v) - DPi"(N, v) f~ DP,"(~', v)
jEN`{i}

- DPi"(N, v) f~~DPi"(N, v) - DP;"(N `{j}, vN`{;})~
7EN`{i}

- P"(:V, v) - P"(N `{i}, vN`{i})
~ ~ ~P"(N,v) - P"(N `{j},vN`{;})~

7EN~{i}

- ~ 1 P"(!V ` {Z }, vN`{i}) - P"(N ` {2, J }, 21N`{i,J}))
jEr'V~{i} `

- ~(N,v) - p(N ~ {i},vN~{i}).

Hence, null player independency of ~c implies that

DP;"(N, v) - ÍNI (p(N, v) -~,(N `{i}, vN`{i})~ - ~,

for every (N, v) E G when i is a null player in (N, v), and thus NDPi"(N, v) - 0 for
(tV, v) E~o, which shows that the null player property is true on ~o.

To prove the symmetry we show that for every (N, v) E~ it holds that NDPi"(N, v) -
NDP~ (N, v), when i and j are two symmetric players in N. So, let i, j E N be two
symmetric players in (N, v) E~. For N- {i, j} it follows with P"(Ql, v) - 0 and the
symmetry of ~ that P"(N ~ {i},v~r~{;}) - P"({j},v{j}) - ~({j},v{y}) - ~({i},v{i}) -
P"({i},v{;}) - P"(N `{j},vN-`{~}). Hence, NDI;!`(N,v) - NDP~(N,v). Proceeding by
induction assume that for some given integer k 1 2 and for any game (N', v) E~ with
i, j E N'' and ~N'~ - k, it holds that P"(N'~ {i},v~n~{i}) - P"(N'~ {j},v~,~~{~}) and let N
be such that N' C N and ~N~ - k~-1. Using syrnmetry of ~ and the induction hypotheses
with N' - N~{h} for all h E N~{i, j} we obtain that for given ~N~-player game (N, v)
with the induced restricted (~1V~ - 1)-player games (N `{h},vN`{h}) it holds that

1
P"(N ~ {i}, vN~{i}) - ~N~ - 1 ~(N ~ {i}, vN~{i}) f ~ P"(N ~ {i, h}, vN~{;,n})

hEN`{i}

I C ~(~V ` {j }, UN`{j}) ~ ~ P"(N ` {j, h}, vN`{;,n})~
hEN`{i}

P"(N ~ {j},v,~,~{;})-

So, for every ( N, v) E~ and two symmetric players i, j E.V it holds that DP;"(N, v) -
P"(tV,v) - P"(N ~ {i},vN~{;}) - P"(N,v) - P"(N ~ {j},vN~{;}) - DP~ (N,v). Hence,
.VDP,~(N, v) - :VDP~ ( !V, v).

Finally we prove ~C-additivity of NDP". For (N, v), ( N, w) E~ with ~N~ - 1 it holds
that P"(N, vT w) -~e(,N, v f w) -~e(N, v) f p,(N, w) - P"(N, v) ~ P"(N, w) by additivity
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of te. Proceeding by induction assume that for sorne given integer k 1 1 and for any pair
(~ti", v), ( N', w) E rá with ~N'~ - k, it holds P"(:V', v f w) - P~(IV', v) -}- P~(:V', w). Then
Eor :V ~aith ~;V~ - k f 1, it follows from the additivity of p and the induction hypothesis
Eor all :V' - N`{ j} for all j E N, that

PN(:V, v ~ w) - I ~~(N, v f w) -~ ~ P~(w ~ {i}, (v ~ w)N~{i})~
I'~I iEN

~1~,~ (Fr(N, v) f l~(N, w))

-~ INI i~ (P~(N ` {z}, vN`{;}) ~ Pu(N ` {

P"(N, v) ~- P"(N, w).

}, w,N`{~})~

With equation (6) it then follows that DP~(N,v ~- w) - DP"(N,v) ~ DP~`(N,w), and
thus

p(N, v~- w)NDP"(N, v f w) - p(N, v)NDP"(N, v) f p(N, w)NDP~(N, w)

when both (N, v), (N, w) E Go. In case one of the games is a null game, say v-
vo, then v~ w - w and Ea(N, vo) - 0 imply that p(tV, v~ w).NDP~`(N, v~ w) -
tt(N, w)NDP~`(w) - p(N, v)NDP~(N, v)-}-p(N, w)NDP~(N, w). Hence, Ic-additivity holds
for any pair (.V, v), (.N, w) E~j-

a
Fxamples of additive, symmetric and null player independent p-functions are the

functions rls(:~', r~) - v(N), rl~(~~, v) - 2n'-, ~sch~(2~E~ - n)v(E) and q,tir( r~r v) -
~,E;v m.~.(,V, v) as defined in the previous section. So, Theorem 32 holds for ps pe

and p-1~. The frmction rlT (.~', v) -~ECh~ v(E) is additive and symmetric, but not null
player independent. However, Theorern 32 also holds for pT since this share function also
can be obtained using the null player independent function itT (IV v) - 2„'-rlT(N, v).

Corollary 33 The share funclions ps pa pT and pM are equal to the raormalized marginal
fuacttons ,VDP~s, NDPnB, :VDPnT and .~'DPn'" respectively.

Observe that the Shapley share function ps is equal to the normalized marginal func-
tion !VDP" on ~ by taking p(.V, v) - v(N) in Definition 29 of the p-potential function.
From this it follows that for every share function corresponding to an additive, symmet-
ric, and null player independent p-function it holds that the vector of shares of a game
(:V; v) E~ is equal to the vector of Shapley shares of a transformed game (N, wv) in which
the transformation is determined by the p-function.

Theorem 34 Let tc: C~ -, IR with p(N, v) - 0 when v- vo be additive, syrrtmetric,
and null player independent on G and positive on C'jo,and let p~` be the unique share
function satisfying the properties of Corollary 30. Then for every (N, v) E~ it holds that
p"(:V v) - ps(.'V, wv) where (.N, wv) E r~ is given by wv(E) - p(E, vE) for all E C N.
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PROOF First consider the case that (N, v) is a null game. Then by definition p; (N, v) -
~`,~ for all i E a. Furthermore we have that (N,w`') is a null game because p(E, vE) - 0
for all E C N and hence also ps(!V, wz') - ~N~ for all i E N. To prove the theorem for

all games in ~ we show that the share function p defined by p(!V, v) - ps(.V, w~) for
all E C 1`' satisfies eff~icient shares, symmetry and p-additivity on C~ and the null player
property on Gc. Since the share function satisfying these properties is unique ~ti.e must
then have that p~(N. v) - p(N, v) for any (N, v) E~.

The axiom of efficient shares follows immediately from the fact that ps satisfies efficient
shares.

Let i E N be a null player in (N, v) E~o. Then the assumption of null player indepen-
dence of p implies that i is a null player in (N, wv), and thus p;(N, v) - ps(!V, wv) - 0.

Further, let i, j E N be symmetric players in (N, v) E~. Then symmetry of fe implies
that i and j are symmetric in (N,w~), and thus p;(N,v) - p;(N,wv) - p~(N,wv) -

P~(N,v).
To show the p-additivity of p, first consider (N, v), (N, z) E ~o. By the additivity of

~c and using tvV}2 - wll ~ w2 we obtain that

P(IV, v-~ z)P(N, v~ z) - F~(!V, v f z)ps(N wv}2) - F~(N, v~ z)Ps(N, wv ~ w2).

5ince ps satisfies ps-additivity we obtain that

f~(~', U -~ ti)P(-~., v f 4) -~(-v, ~~ z) us(N, wv)Ps(N, wv) f~s(N, w2)PS(N~ w2)~
~s(~~, wL}2 )

- h(!V, v-~ z) z"v(N)P(N, v) ~ w2(N )P(N, z)
w"}2 ( IV )

- P(N, v-1- z) ~p(N, v)P(N, v) f F4(N, z)P(N, z) ~
p(N, v f z)

- Fr(!V, v)P(N, v) f F~(N, z)P(N~ z).

In case that v- vo, then v f z- z and ~(.N, v) - 0 imply that p(N, v f z)p(;ti, v-f z) -
Fi(N, z)p(N, z) - p(N, v)p(.N, v) -F p(N, z)p(N, z). Hence, p satisfies the axiom of Fa-
additivity.

a
~~e illustrate this theorem with an example.

Example 35 Let (N, v) E CJ be given by N-{1, 2, 3} and v - u{r,s} ~ u{r.s,s} i e

0 if E E {{1},{2},{3},{1,3},{2,3}}
v(E) - 1 if E E{{1,2}}

2 if E-{ 1, 2, 3}.

The various p-functions are represented in Table 3. For given p, define the transformed
game (.V, w~) by w~(E) - p(E, vE) for all E C N. Applying Theorem 34 yields

ps(N' v) - 12 (o' ~' 2)

1S



p(E,vE) v({1}) v({2}) v({3}) z~({1,?}) v({1,3}) v({2,3}) v({1,2,3})
n(E,vE) 0 0 0 1 0 0 2

r~B(E,vE) 0 0 0 1 0 0 4

pT(E,vE) ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ 3

i~T(E,vE) 0 0 0 2 0 0 4

y'~(E, vE) 0 0 0 2 0 0 5

~ote that ps(N,w~T) -

Table 3: p-functions of Example 3~

ps (.~', wne )

ps ( N, wnT )

PS( ry~~ wuM )

7(3,3,1)-PB(N,v')

9(4,4,1) - PT(N,v)

~ (2, 2, 1) - p`~(N, v).
5

is(7, 7, 4) ~ P~(N~ v).

In Hart and Mas-Colell (1988) it is sliown that the potential function P:C -r IEZ as
defined in the beginning of this section is given by

P(N, v) - ~
EC~~'

(~ - ~E~)!(~E~ - 1)!v(E)
n!

Clearl}' this potential function is equal to P" for the Shapley p-function defined by
~S(:~~, t') - U(.~') -~;E,v ~ECn

~n-~E~~n~~E~-il~mÉ(.V,
v). Theorem 34 enables us to gen-

E3z
eralize the result of Hart and ;~'Ias-Colell for p-functions being a weighted sum of the
marginal contributions with positive weights e.;~E~, E C.N, i.e., for functions a": CJ -~ IF2
as defined in the previous section and given by Q"(N, v) -~iE,v ~ECN wIEIm,É(N, v) for a

Eji
vector w of positive weights. Note that such a Q"-function is additive and symmetric on ~
and positive on .t'joby definition. The next corollary shows that the v~-potential function
corresponding to a null player independent function o-~ can be seen as a weighted sum of
w-orths of coalitions with corresponding marginal contribution weights w~E~, E C N. The
corollary follows directly from Theorem 34 and the result of Hart and Mas-Colell.

Corollary 36 For given vector w-(wi, ...,~„), n E 1N, of positive weights, let ~" be
given by a~(N, v) -~iEN ~ECN w ~E~mÉ(.N, v). If ~" is null player independent on C~then

E3i
tlee d~-potential function Po~ is given by

Po~(N,v) - ~ w~Ew(E).
EC.y'

I~



Finally, for given function p: CJ --, Jft and corresponding share function p~`, let the
corresponding value functions :p~` on G be given by

4~"(N, v) - f~(~~~, v)P"(~~, v)~ rf ( N~ z') E ~o

and :p"(N, v) - 0, i E !V, if (N, v) is a null game. Then Theorem 32 and Theorern :31
inttnerliately yield the following results for the value functions.

Corollary 37 Let p: ~-~ 1R with p(N, v) - 0 when v - vo be additíve, symmeh~ic,
null player independent on ~, and positiue on Co. Then the marginal function DP"
corresponding to the unique p-pvtential funct~ion P" is equal to i,~r`.

Corollary 38 Let p: C-~ IR with p(N, v) - 0 when v- vo be additive, symmetric, null
player indepen.dent on CJ, and positive on Go. `lhen for every (N, v) E~ it holds that
~~(:V, v) - Y'(.V, wv) where (N, wv) E~ is given by wv(E) - p(E, vE) for all E C N.

For the special case of the Banzhaf value the latter result is shown by Dragan (199fi).
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